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Crawford & Company
The world’s largest publicly listed independent
provider of global claims management solutions

$14

Billion

Claims payments annually

Organized across global service lines:
• Crawford Claims Solutions (P&C adjusting solutions)
• Crawford TPA solutions (Broadspire)

• Crawford Specialty Solutions (Global Technical Services &
Contractor Connection)

1.7 Million
Claims handled worldwide

9,000
Total employees

CRD A&B
Listed on NYSE
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Creating Synergies
Global Technical
Services

Crawford Third Party
Administration

WeGoLook /
YouGoLook

Global Client
Development
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Global Client
Development
Broadspire by Crawford’s global reach
provides a single solutions for all your claim
needs. With our demonstrable track record of
global services delivery we offer global claims
solutions – delivered locally
Our dedicated team of multinational
specialists provide a single gateway to the
world of Broadspire services. We specialize in
designing, implementing and managing
multinational and global programs
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Global Client Development
Strategic relationship management for
multinational, cross-class programmes
for insurers, brokers and corporate
clients across a wide range of
specialist areas
We work in partnership with
stakeholders to understand your
unique needs and to design,
implement and manage your global
program

A single gateway and
executive sponsorship of the
world of Crawford services
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Your Account Manager
is an advocate within
Broadspire operations
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Stewardship culture to identify
trends, risk management insight
and seek continuous
improvement initiatives
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Three Pillars to Success: Global Account Management
Key Services
On-boarding
• Get to know
Corporate &
stakeholders
• Understand
Insurance
programme

Claims Services
• Deliver services
against key claim
milestones
• Post incident
review – lessons
learned

• Develop program protocol & map out
process

• Design a toolkit to help business during the
claims management process
• Service level agreements

Stewardship
• Annual review of
program
• Continuous improvement
initiatives

• Stewardship reporting
• Large loss scenario planning
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WeGoLook
WeGoLook collects and delivers images,
videos, and other information allowing clients
to accurately verify and evaluate condition of
assets throughout the US, Canada, UK and
Europe typically within a 1-3 day turnaround.

YouGoLook
The self-service app that utilises the eyes and
ears your own people when deploying a
Looker isn’t needed. Employees can collect
incident photographs and reports and share
them instantly. Risk Managers can audit
operations anywhere in the world

InsureTech
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Assisted self-service

Look ordered via
ordering portal
User notified via email
and/or SMS

With assisted self-service, a Looker can be dispatched to
complete the inspection if a user is unwilling or unable.
User clicks link to download
YouGoLook app

Support Center
follow-up attempt
Look Escalated
for Looker Dispatch

Looker completes Look

Quality Assurance review
at WeGoLook HQ

Report delivered
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Site Inspections
Leverage our on-demand workforce and the self-service app to obtain risk identification, data
collection, incident verification and assessment services anytime, anywhere. Inspections are
customizable for client specific needs/criteria across multiple risk applications.

Brand Validation

Risk Management

Incident Capture

Ensure locations comply
with corporate brand
standards and quickly
take action when noncompliance is noted.

Understand potential
hazards at properties to
develop and implement
specific measures that
reduce the likelihood of
loss and mitigate
potential impacts.

Capture, via the
YouGoLook self-service
application or a Looker,
facts and conditions at
an incident which may
lead to general liability
loss.

Renovation &
Punch Lists
Obtain frequent followups on the progress of
renovations and punch
list actions to meet
brand standards.

Other Applications
Acquisitions, Comp Set
updates (competitor
intelligence), Secret
Shops, Annual
Inspections, etc.
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Global Technical
Services
Crawford’s offering for large, complex claims
covering every region and virtually every
industry.
Combining the largest, most experienced
network of technical experts globally with
the latest technological innovations within
the industry to deliver unparalleled service.

Global Claims Review
Large, Complex Claims
Global Technical Services
High Frequency Claims
P&C Adjusting Solutions
Broadspire
Managed Repair Network
Contractors Connect
Low value, low complexity
WeGoLook

10% of losses accounts for 96% of indemnity spend

Losses below $50,000 account for 90% of
the number of claims received, equating
to just 4% of the value of all the claims
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Innovation
Combining world-class talent with the latest technological innovations

Drones
• Access to dangerous, inaccessible
or contaminated areas.
• High rooftop accessibility
• Multifunctional software,
measuring, thermal imagery etc.
• Cost effective

Virtual Reality
• Matterport 360 imagery
• Hololense technology
• We can walk you through the
premises remotely
• Accurate historic visual record for
subrogation or quantum dispute

Instant Reporting

• GoReport
• Video capture, editing &
transmission
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Crawford Third Party
Administration
Managing risks, claims and losses in multiple locations
around the world requires significant investment in
infrastructure and resources. In almost every
situation, efficiency can be gained by outsourcing
these activities to a trusted partner.
Our approaches are data driven with predictive
components, resulting in cost savings and operational
efficiency.

Crawford Third Party Administration - Broadspire
Risk managers are capitalizing on their improving risk profiles by increasing deductibles. To support this, they
need TPA solutions to manage the claims that arise both above and below deductible layers

Global TPA infrastructure

20%
reduction in claims frequency
for key clients

Cross-border, multilingual capabilities
Global consolidated management information and reporting
One global contract and Service Level Agreement
Seamless loss fund management and accounting

70+
countries with Crawford
operations

95%
client retention rate over past
five years

Claims Manager
Web-based claims platform
accessible via any PC browser
and iOS / Android devices
Customisable
global data capture
and reporting

Multi-country, multicurrency capabilities in
one master language

Customisable global
intake system

Tailored script which is
understandable for noninsurance people
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Why Broadspire
We match the markets global footprint

We don’t just embrace change – we are at the
forefront of innovative claims solutions
We understand that future is digital

We understand the power of data and we know
how to manage it
We offer comprehensive yet fully customizable
solutions to meet the unique needs of our clients
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Our Mission
Restoring and enhancing lives, businesses and
communities.

Our Vision
To be the leading provider and most trusted

source for expert assistance, serving those who
insure and self-insure the risks of businesses and
communities anywhere in the world.

Crawford & Company
Loss resolution for carriers,
brokers and corporates

Thank You

